PREP PROGRAM
A day in the life of a Prep!
We have the BEST time in Prep – there is something exciting
happening every day! Our Prep Program is designed to cater
for the physical, emotional, social and academic needs of all
Prep children. All activities encourage children to play, create,
cooperate and learn in a nurturing environment. Our school
also has a strong emphasis on personal and social development
and we foster the development of a positive self-image amongst
a collaborative, supportive and stimulating learning
environment to develop each child’s self-esteem and confidence.

English Program
Our Early Years English Program at Watsonia Heights
features:
• A daily focused two-hour literacy session.
• Modelled, shared and independent writing daily.
• Explicit handwriting instruction.
• Exposure to different genres of texts.
• Whole class, small group and independent reading
every day.
• Opportunities for students to speak and present both
formally and informally.
• Teaching of spelling and grammar at an appropriate
level.
• Our Prep children learn the Jollyphonics program to
understand letter/sound relationships which supports
them with their reading and writing.
• Individual access to Reading Eggs on iPads and
Laptops.
• Take home readers to share the reading journey at
home.
• Reading at home each night is essential and the most
important activity which is set for homework at Prep
level.

Mathematics Program
Maths is so much fun! We use lots of hands on materials and
games to assist the children in developing their mathematical
understandings. Each Maths session starts with a fun and
engaging warm up activity to get the children tuned in to
their learning. We also incorporate oral maths activities, such
as counting forwards and backwards, numbers before and
after and maths games that get the children up and moving.
Prep children practise reading and writing the numbers to 10
and beyond. They learn about shapes, pattern, informal units
of measurement, how to collect and interpret data – just to
name a few!
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Our Maths focus for Prep is to build the students understanding and fluency of the numbers to 10. This is
much more than just being able to count. It includes understanding what each number means, its quantity,
understanding their relationship to one another, being able to perform mental maths, understanding
symbolic representations and being confident to use numbers in real world situations. This is fundamental
for their further mathematical development. Our program incorporates lots of open ended activities where
all children can work on the same task at their own level and be supported and extended as required.

Wellbeing
The Prep children get to meet our wellbeing puppets Twiggle the
Turtle, Henrietta Hedgehog, Duke the Dog and Daphne Duck.
Through role play and picture story books, they learn how to stop
and think before they act, identify and regulate their emotions and
how to interact co-operatively with others. Prep children also
participate in daily mindfulness activities to ease their minds and
practise being present in the moment. Sometimes they listen to
guided meditations or practice breathing exercises, but their
favourite activity is definitely doing some mindful colouring while
listening to relaxing melodies! Mindfulness benefits the children by
allowing them to clear their head, slow down their thoughts and
overcome internal worry or anxiety. The children look forward to
mindfulness time each and every day!
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Inquiry Learning
At WHPS we incorporate the Inquiry Learning approach to teaching in our learning. Inquiry-based learning
is a form of active learning that starts by posing questions, problems or scenarios—rather than simply
presenting established facts or portraying a smooth path to knowledge. The students, as the inquirers,
identify and research issues and questions to develop their knowledge or solutions. This promotes
development and practice of thinking skills. It also creates a sense of purpose to their learning as we can
teach aspects of Reading, Writing and Maths as part of the inquiry topic, rather than as stand-alone
lessons.
Check out these photos of our Prep students getting in on all the action during some of our Inquiry units!

PMP: Perceptual
Motor Program

Creativity

PMP helps develop physical and language
skills which have been shown to support
children as they learn to read and write.
The children rotate through a series of
activities during a 30-minute session
which can include balance, locomotion,
eye tracking, fitness and co-ordination. A
parent helper is at each station to support
the children with their activities. We
welcome everyone to come and join in
the fun!
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Finger Gym
Prep children at WHPS participate in a program called Finger Gym. Moving through a range of fun activities,
students work on developing their fine motor skills. Many of the activities involve Literacy and Numeracy
links. Finger Gym directly benefits writing by strengthening the muscles required for a steady pencil grip.

Tiny fingers hard at work!
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Playtime!
Students in Prep - Grade 2 have a separate play area, which allows them to develop friendships with their
peer group and the freedom to play without the presence of older and bigger children. This area includes an
oval with footy goals, basketball area, two sandpits and two playgrounds. At the beginning of the year, the
Prep children have an alternate play timetable to the rest of the school and are supervised by their teachers
out in the yard. Once they are feeling comfortable in their environment, they join the rest of the school and
play during normal times.

Special Days
We often hold special celebration days, which involve all students. Some of these celebrations may include:
100 days of School, Book Week, Sports Carnival, Prep breakfast, school concert and ANZAC Day. We
encourage parents to join in these programs as students love having our community involved at school!

